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Abstract: This paper titled ‘Home Energy Management System (HEMS) for a domestic load center using Artificial Neural Networks towards Energy Integration’ focuses on implementing intelligent integration of Distribution Generation Systems (DGS) for domestic load. The proposed energy integration by HEMS, is executed by implementing a Load Management Algorithm (LMA), which functions based on ANN forecast models. Demand Side Management (DSM) techniques are the back bone for LMA proposed in this paper. Historical temperature data and electrical load data of a domestic load center at Municipality of Birmingham, City of Alabama, USA, is considered to implement the proposed LMA. Two subroutine programs/algorithms are designed to implement the proposed LMA. First is of implementing Load Priority Techniques, to assign Load Priority for the loads for the hour based on the temperature forecast. Temperature forecast is done using Nonlinear Auto Regression with Exogenous Inputs (NARX) ANN time series model. And this is termed as Load Priority Assignment Algorithm (LPAA). Second is of predicting Threshold Power (P_{th}) for the hour as per load priority assigned by LPAA, this is termed as estimation of P_{th}. Big data driven Nonlinear Auto Regression with Exogenous Inputs (NARX) Neural Net based temperature forecasting model is implemented and used to assign hourly priority for all the appliances/loads. Big data driven Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based load power forecasting model is implemented and used to predict hourly P_{th}. LMA proposed for HEMS is implemented with step by step comparison of current load demand with P_{th} and transferring the loads between the energy sources, according to the load priority assignment from LPAA. Proposed LMA based HEMS contributes to enhance the penetration of non-conventional DGS into domestic load sector. Simulation of proposed HEMS is implemented in MATLAB-Simulink environment using MATLAB 2018b. Simulation model is embedded into target hardware: Arduino 2560 by enabling serial communication protocols between MATLAB-SIMULINK and ARDUINO. Hence the experimental setup of HEMS would be functional to prove simulation results and to transfer the loads in real time. Working Hardware model of the HEMS at domestic load center is fabricated using simple and cost effective components such as current sensor ACS712, Arduino Mega 2560, relays and relay driver circuit.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As per the monthly energy details recorded by U.S Energy Information Administration (EIA), residential energy consumption owes to a majority share of 38% of the entire electricity consumption of the country [1]. In addition to the fact that the residential load is a huge shareholder in energy market, it is also most unpredictable which is most influencing in planning and managing the electrical energy production. In late 1970’s DSM Techniques were introduced to the energy sector to manage the load demand and supply with certain techniques. Ever increasing investment in demand side management with more emphasis on peak reduction techniques has taken place for effective load management [2], [3].

To balance the ever growing demand at residential load section, DGSs have been a promising measure to meet the demand and balance the gap between supply and demand. DGSs are the small generators or sources connected in line with distribution network or to the consumer meter [4]. DGSs have gained popularity since the conventional grid failure in 2003 in US. Low investment and operating cost has been another driving force for DGS’s rapid growth in electric grid. Integration of these small power generators (conventional and non-conventional) such as micro turbine generator and solar cells eventually meet the needs of the consumer, with high voltage profile and stability of the distribution system. The aspects affected by the introduction of DGS units into the existing distribution network are voltage control, power quality, protection system, fault level, grid losses [5]. Integration of these DGSs available at a residential load center is very much preferred to utilize the energy optimally. In integrating the energy sources available at load center, HEMS can play a vital role. It was in 1990 the first ever energy management system with its complete architecture was introduced, to manage the domestic load consumption [6]. In the latest era of smart grid HEMS are the most common systems in use when compared to EMU. Both systems work for the same objective but with different architecture. In smart grid environment HEMS is an essential component at the residential load centers. A lot of progress is achieved in hardware designs with design simulations, which prove that HEMS is pathway to the future smart grid environment [7], [8]. DSM Techniques are also implemented in HEMS to effectively manage the loads using intelligent billing and trading system [9]. HEMS also incorporates the future prediction algorithms, to plan for the load priority and load scheduling [10]. In 2013, hardware design of HEMS is proposed with dynamic price response [11]. It is obvious that the HEMS deigned is to perform...
load management, is bound to have an algorithm to perform the tasks, such as dynamic pricing, intelligent billing etc. Most of the algorithms proposed are either from the foundations of DSM or from Demand Response (DR). DR is one of the approaches of DSM implementation, it has three types of automation levels to implement various techniques of DSM [12]. In 2012, HEM algorithm is presented with presumed load priority at the load center, as per consumer comfort levels. Different control strategies are also presented for different loads [13]. In 2012, real time household priority scheduling algorithm is proposed, which focuses on offline appliance scheduling and online appliance scheduling. Load priority of the appliances is determined based on hour by hour weather forecast. As per the assigned load priority, load scheduling is done based on predicted nonconventional power at the load center [14]. In 2017, a novel load management algorithm based on load priority and peak clipping techniques of DSM is presented to integrate the conventional and nonconventional sources of energy [15]. In the context of energy management for smart cities, home energy management as a service is presented with an effect of peak reduction, embedded with Q-learning method which is self-learning and predictive [16]. In this paper authors have considered Internet of Things (IOT) for the implementation of energy management. Although there is a peak power reduction achieved in [16], it is not fully based on DSM Techniques. The capabilities of HEMS can be extended to even integrate the conventional and nonconventional DGSs installed at the load center by implementing DSM Techniques and intelligent algorithms.

This paper presents an improved HEMS, embedded with ANN- based LMA by applying DSM Techniques at every step of implementation. The work presented in this paper implements similar load priority algorithm as introduced in [14], but using ANN based predictive algorithms. The work is carried out using the hardware support package of MATLAB 2018b, using simple and low cost ARDUINO and other devices. This makes the proposed HEMS novel and unique.

II. ARCHITECTURE OF HEMS

![Fig.1. Proposed HEMS at a domestic load center](image)

The basic architecture of HEMS with all essential sections is presented in figure 1. Its key role is to transfer domestic loads between the different sources, which contributes to energy integration. Conventional and nonconventional source facilities are assumed to be present at the domestic load center. In smart city environment, HEMS is an essential setup at any load center to manage the load demand. The hardware setup presented in this paper is fabricated with cost effective devices such as Arduino 2560 and ACS 712 etc. HEMS present at the load center is an intermediate system between available source and loads, for switching loads between sources. Big data mentioned in the architecture indicates that the HEMS learn from the data and takes decision of load transfer between the sources. Hence the energy integration can be made more effective.

III. METHODOLOGY OF LOAD MANAGEMENT FOR THE DOMESTIC LOAD CENTER

DSM based LMA proposed in this paper is implemented in four stages which is as shown in figure 2. First stage is about collecting and arranging the electrical load data, historical weather data collected to deal with forecast. There are two subroutine algorithms/programs and one main Algorithm and all of them run simultaneously to enable effective energy integration at the load center. The different stages are: Stage 1 compiles, analyzes big data and makes it ready for predictions. Stage 2 executes LPAA which essentially assigns priority to all the loads. Stage 3 estimates \( P_{th} \) for the hour. And stage 4 executes LMA towards energy integration. Based on the results obtained in first two stages direct load scheduling can be done at stage 3 (without moving to stage 4). There are many papers presented on direct load scheduling but the work presented in this paper moves further to stage 4 and implements DSM based LMA using future predictions.

![Fig.2. Architecture and flow of Energy Management in smart home](image)
IV. STAGES OF METHODOLOGY

A. Stage-1: Load Data Collection and Analysis of Domestic Load Center

As the first step toward the implementation of the proposed system, historical temperature and simulated hourly electrical load data for one year of a domestic load center located at Birmingham municipality, city of Alabama, USA, is considered. NARX model and ANN based prediction models are implemented using the big data collected of the load center. Figure 2 presents the complete load profile of domestic load center. Hourly historical temperature data of the above specified location is collected from public websites and presented in the subsequent sections. A total of 8760 data samples of twelve load sections and temperature data of the load center is collected and used to implement ANN prediction model.

![Figure 3. Loading profile of all appliances at the load center](image)

B. Stage-2: Load Priority Assignment Algorithm

The main goal of DSM is to enable the consumer to use less energy during peak hours or to shift the time of use of energy to off-peak times such as night time and weekends. Out of the many DSM techniques, this paper considers only two techniques namely load priority technique and peak clipping technique. A new approach of implementing load priority technique for the effective priority assignment for the loads of the load center is presented in this paper. This paper emphasizes LPAA for the loads based on forecasted temperature, which is compared with preset temperature limits. If predicted T is more than T, assign priority for the cooling load as LW, else control moves further to compare T with other set of preset temperature limits.

1. In the first section of LPAA for heating loads: Temperature (T) for hour from output forecast values of NARX temperature prediction model, is compared with preset temperature limits. If predicted T is more than T, assign priority for the heating load as H, else control moves further to compare T with other set of preset temperature limits.

2. If T > T, then assign priority for the heating load as M, else control moves further to compare T with preset temperature limits.

3. If T <= T, assign priority for the cooling load as LW, else control moves further to compare T with preset temperature limits.

4. In the second section of load priority for cooling loads: Temperature (T) for hour from output forecast values of NARX temperature prediction model, is compared with preset temperature limits. If predicted T is less than T, assign priority for the cooling load as LW, else control moves further to compare T with next preset limits of the temperature.

5. If T > T, then assign priority for the cooling load as M, else control moves further to compare T with preset limits of temperature.

6. If T > T, then assign priority for the cooling load as H, else control moves further and assigns a priority to the Heating load which is based on the instruction from the consumer. Else control moves further, to follow the loading instructions from user.

7. In third section of load priority for lighting loads: Non-conventional power (P) from the prediction model is compared with
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preset power limits. If the predicted $P_{\text{NC}} \geq P_{\text{max}}$, then assign $L_{\text{S1}}, L_{\text{S2}}$ priorities for the interior and exterior lighting loads. Final LPA tables Table-1, Table-2, Table-3 can be populated with load priority assignment for all the loads as derived from section one, two and three. Else control moves further.

8. If $P_{\text{max}} > P_{\text{NC}} > 0.7P_{\text{max}}$, then lighting loads are assigned with $L_{\text{W1}}, L_{\text{W2}}$ priorities. Final LPA Tables Table-4, Table-5, Table-6 can be populated with load priority assignment for all the loads as derived from section one, two and three. Else control moves further.

9. If $0.7P_{\text{max}} > P_{\text{NC}} > 0.5P_{\text{max}}$, then lighting loads are assigned with $M_{1}, M_{2}$ priorities. Final LPA Tables Table-7, Table-8, Table-9 are populated with load priority assignment for all the loads as derived from section one, two and three. Else control moves further, to follow the loading instructions from user.

To summarize the algorithm, as an outcome of three sections of LPAA process, LPA table is populated with the data of priority assignment such as $L_{\text{W1}}, M_{1}, H_{1}$, based on which the loads are operated by HEMS. Eventually only one LPA table results out of nine possible LPA tables.

**C. Stage 3: Estimation of $P_{\text{Th}}$ by applying Peak clipping Technique**

Peak clipping is one of the best techniques adapted ever in the concept of DSM. The proposed work in this paper implements peak clipping technique after the implementation of LPAA. LPA tables are derived by the successful implementation of LPAA. Data of load priority populated into LPA tables is sorted to make effective equation of $P_{\text{Th}}$. Equations (1) to (5) presented in figure 5, represent $P_{\text{Th}}$ equations derived from the LPA tables. As per the LPA table, subtracting lower and least priority loads from $P_{T}$ could result in possible $P_{\text{Th}}$, which is used for LMA. $P_{\text{Th}}$ (peak clipping) changes as per LPCT.

$P_{\text{Th}}$ is total load power after clipping the peak, so it will be always less than $P_{T}$. If there is no load assigned with lower or least priority then $P_{\text{Th}}$ could even be equal to $P_{T}$, as mentioned in equation (5). $P_{\text{Th}}$ formally depends on $P_{T}$, lower and least priority load magnitudes. $P_{T}$ is forecasted total power output resulted from ANN prediction model.
D. Stage 4: Load Management Algorithm

LMA proposed in this paper enables the integration of available DGSs at the load center. In every step of the LMA implementation DSM techniques such as load priority and peak clipping are applied for the integration of DGS. Integration of DGS mainly aims on increasing the penetration of non-conventional energy sources available at the load center. The LMA proposed in this paper brings a renewable DGS into the existing network, and this would lead to certain physical impacts on the existing network. As the active power feeds from DG units connected to distribution networks increases the voltage increases at the connection point and along the whole feeder. This voltage rise becomes an issue when the active power produced by DG units exceeds the active power consumed by the loads. The voltage limit may rise beyond the maximum limit set by the substation [5]. The proposed algorithm does not focus on reducing current rise, voltage rise and power injections by the DGS to achieve healthy integration of DGSs. But this algorithm brings non-conventional DGSs into the existing Distribution Network with rightly assigned load priority to all the loads, to achieve the optimal utilization of conventional sources of energy.

There are various methods considering independent variables, to model the load consumption at residential loads. As per JV Patero and PD Lund [19], it is quite convenient to take the load power consumption model based on its consumption cycle. The consumption cycle is initiated by the starting function using the starting probability function \( P \text {start} \):

\[
P_{\text{start}}(A,K,D,\Delta T_{\text{step}},H,D) = P_{\text{season}}(A,K)P_H(A,H,D)P_{\text{f}}(A)\Delta T_{\text{step}}P_{\text{social}}(\Delta d)
\]  

There are many notations mentioned in equation (6), and they are: \( P_{\text{season}} \): Seasonal probability factor, \( P_H \): hourly probability factor, \( f \): mean daily starting frequency, \( P_{\text{step}} \): step size scaling factor, \( P_{\text{social}} \): social random factor, \( A \): load appliance, \( K \): week of the year, \( H \): hour of the day, \( D \): day of the day, \( \Delta T_{\text{step}} \): computational time step, \( \Delta d \): standard deviation for \( P_{\text{social}} \), \( P_{\text{start}} \) is defined for each time step, which is always confined to 0 or 1. As per equation (6), load estimation depends on the probability of the start of the load, which basically depends on \( P_{\text{season}} \). \( P_{\text{season}} \) accounts to the climatic changes, such as temperature, humidity, wind, visibility. Review on Power consumption prediction published in [20], indicating research findings of 22 papers; Out of which 13 considered only historical data of temperature as input variable for prediction, 3 considered historical temperature and humidity data, 3 used additional weather parameters such as wind etc., and 3 used only load parameters. Hence, this paper also implements power prediction model with only the co load variables with time stamp as an input to train ANN model. Results of ANN training and testing, prediction of \( P_T \) and estimation of \( P_{\text{th}} \) are presented here in the subsequent section.

\[
P_{\text{th}} = \sum_{i=1}^{p} P_i
\]  

\[
P_{\text{th}}(n-1) = \sum_{i=1}^{p-n,n=p} P_i
\]  

Equations (7) to (9) are formulated to estimate total power \( (P_{\text{th}}) \) for the hour based on which proposed algorithm is executed. \( P_{\text{th}}(n-1) \) to \( P_{\text{th}}(n) \) are being considered as a part of peak clipping with respect to load priority assignment. Equation (7) represents power consumption from the real time loading of all 'n' loads having 'p' priorities assigned. Equation (8) represents power consumption by the loads with priorities from \( i = 1 \) to \( P - 1 \) (excluding the least priority load). Equation (9) represents power consumption by the loads from \( i = 1 \) to \( i = 0 \) (excluding all the loads except highest priority of 1) \( (p = n) \), in the last step of the algorithm, with 'n' loads having 'p' priorities.

Fig.6. Flow chart of Load Management Algorithm (LMA)

Steps of Load Management Algorithm:

The algorithm starts, by invoking: LPT from LPAA, Threshold Power \( (P_{\text{th}}) \) values for all the hours from \( P_{\text{th}} \) estimation block and real Power \( (P_{\text{th}}) \) consumption of all the loads estimated using sensory system.

Step-1: When user turns any appliance active/on, total power at the moment (read through sensory system) \( P_T \) is compared with estimated \( P_{\text{th}} \) based on ANN results. If \( P_T \) is less than \( P_{\text{th}} \) then all loads of priority from \( P_1 \) to \( P_p \) are transferred to conventional DGS1. Else the control moves to next step.

Step-2: \( P_{\text{th}}(n-1) \) is compared with \( P_{\text{th}}(n) \). \( P_{\text{th}}(n-1) \) is the total power sensed at the moment excluding least priority load \( P_p \). If \( P_{\text{th}}(n-1) \) is less than \( P_{\text{th}} \), loads having the priorities \( P_1 \) to \( P_{p-1} \) are transferred to conventional DGS1, and load having priority \( P_p \) is transferred to non-conventional DGS2. Else the control moves to next step.

Step-3: \( P_{\text{th}}(n-2) \) is compared with \( P_{\text{th}} \). If \( P_{\text{th}}(n-2) \) is less than \( P_{\text{th}} \), loads having priorities \( P_1 \) to \( P_{p-2} \) are transferred to conventional DGS1 and loads having priorities \( P_{p-1} \) and \( P_{p} \) are transferred to non-conventional DGS2. Else the control moves to next step.

The algorithm proceeds to compare \( P_{\text{th}} \) with \( P_{\text{th}} \) until the
control moves to the highest priority load $P_1$ by transferring least, lower and medium priority loads to non-conventional DGS. At the end the highest priority load is transferred to conventional DGS.

The main aim of the algorithm to increase the penetration of non-conventional energy sources is served, as the loads are transferred between conventional and non-conventional sources as per their priorities.

V. SIMULATION OF THE PROPOSED HEMS IMPLEMENTED IN MATLAB/SIMULINK ENVIRONMENT

HEMS proposed in this paper is simulated in MATLAB-SIMULINK environment. A SIMULINK model is developed with MATLAB functions and NN Simulink model to predict $t_f$ and $P_T$, to execute LPAA and LMAs successfully towards energy integration. As mentioned in the earlier sections this paper proposes two ANN based prediction models, one to predict temperature and the other to predict total power demand. First prediction model is of NARX model and is run once at the 0th hour of the day, which results in the temperature predicted data throughout the day. But the second one generates the value of $P_T$ forecast along with time of the simulation of the model. HEMS model is first run in internal mode to be sure of its performance and then will be run in external mode by changing the simulation settings and selecting the hardware support being used. In external mode, MATLAB-SIMULINK supporting packages generate a compatible code and run it on the Arduino 2560 (Micro controller). Arduino 2560 is chosen because serial communication between SIMULINK and Arduino is not only easy but also moderately faster. The ability of Arduino to handle more I/O devices makes it unique over other cost effective micro controller units. We have used five ACS 712 current sensors to sense the current and 12V, 5A single and double channel relays to switch loads and transfer them from one to another DGS. MCBs of 5A rating are used to protect the system under current shoot ups. Simulation and hardware results are presented in this section, to demonstrate the proposed energy integration. All the load power values are taken in kW.

Simulation block of $P_T$ estimation is presented in figure 10 to predict the value of $P_T$ using a trained feed forward Neural Net, which is trained with six predictor variables of over 8760 samples each.
Based on the eight inputs received at LMA block of HEMS, a MATLAB function is developed to execute LMA. As HEMS executes LMA, it sends output signals to the hardware relays through Arduino write ports for switching the loads. It also sends five output signals to the display units and scopes for viewing the output in Simulink environment.

The output block is presented in figure 11, representing nine different relays provisioned at the hardware board.

**VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

The following sections present the results observed at different stages of the HEMS simulation and hardware implementation.

A. Stage 1: Big Data collection and processing

Historical weather data of three years is retrieved from a weather forecast website and rearranged to train the NARX prediction model. Figure 12 presents three years’ temperature time series data of 26280 samples.

Further, simulated load data of the domestic load center is considered to develop NN model to predict domestic load demand. 8760 samples of five different loads simulated for the load center are considered as predictor variables to train ANN model proposed, for predicting the total power consumption at the load center and are presented in figure 13.

B. Stage 2: Load Priority Assignment for different appliances of the hour

The LPAA proposed in this paper is customized to assign priority to the loads and allows HEMS to manage loads and DGS by implementing LMA. NARX model is considered to forecast temperature for next 24 hours. NARX net is trained with 5 hidden layers, 6 time stamps of input delays and 6 time stamps of feedback delays. Open loop and closed loop performance of NARX is evaluated and the day ahead prediction of 24 hours’ temperature array is obtained through closed loop NARX. Figure 14 presents the regression, output and target graphs to verify the accuracy of the prediction model. NARX model is trained and tested whose details are presented in table 1.
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Forecasted temperature from NARX model is called into a MATLAB function, which customizes LPAA presented in earlier sections. As explained earlier there can be nine possible LPTs, out of which only one LPT results for every hour assigning the priority to all the loads for the particular hour. The LPT results from the LPAA block is marked in figure 15, for 23rd hour of the day noted while HEMS is operative.

Out of six variables of input array, five are real time live values of co-load variables read from Arduino analog read ports and the last one is current time generated with time/clock block in Simulink environment. Forecasted $P_T$ from trained Neural Net is fed to the MATLAB function to calibrate the predicted $P_T$ to suit to the load capacity connected to the hardware of HEMS. At the end $P_{Th}$ is obtained for the hour as per equation 4. Obtained value of $P_{Th}$ for 23rd hour of the day is presented in figure 7 while HEMS is operative.

D. Stage 4: LMA execution towards energy integration

Results from stage 2 and 3 are taken into the LMA block of HEMS to run the novel LMA towards energy integration. LMA runs as per the flow chart presented in figure 6. LPT from LPAA is considered as an array of LPT. $P_{Th}$ from $P_{Th}$ estimation block is considered in a single variable array, and real time $P_T$ (total power for the hour at the load center) observed through analog read ports is considered in a single variable array. LMA is implemented with a MATLAB function which runs to compare $P_{Th}$ with $P_T$ and sends analog write signals to the relay hardware to transfer the loads between DGSs according to their priority.

During the execution of HEMS, the results obtained at different stages are presented in table 3 and they are hour of the day, predicted temperature from NARX model, Load priority assignment in a table LPT.
predicted \( P_T \) from NN model, estimated \( P_T \) from NN and the eventual outcome of the LMA about the energy integration through transferring loads between DGSs. The results presented in table 3 are about 23\(^{rd}\) hour of the day, where the loads transferring is mentioned in the last column with L5 to DGS2 and remaining to DGS1. This would change consistently as and when the data in first five columns changes.

| Table-3: Results at different stages of HEMS |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Hour of the day | Temperature \( (T) \) in °C | LPT from LPAA block | \( P_T \) in kW (Prediction from NN) |
| LMA execution | Transferring loads between DGSs | |
| 23 | 3.7 | L1 – 2 | 4.393 | 4.293 | L1: DGS1 |
| | | L2 – 4 | |
| | | L3 – 1 | |
| | | L4 – 5 | |
| | | L5 – 3 | |

VII. HARDWARE MODEL OF HEMS

This section explains on how the hardware is implemented. Hardware of HEMS is fabricated using simple and cost effective components. Two DGSs considered for the LMA execution are connected through MCBs. Five different loads are considered to be fed from two DGSs. Each load is also connected with a dedicated MCB, to be sure of safe working. DGSs and loads are connected with sensory and relay boards. Real time live power \( (P_w) \) is estimated by a current sensor -ACS 712, with presumed voltage and power factor, hardware proto type of HEMS is presented in Figure 17.

12V, 5A relay boards are used to switch and transfer the loads between DGSs. Simulink facilitates the standalone code generation and runs it on the target hardware. Simulink model presented in figure 7 is run onto the Arduino with proper selection of the simulation settings. There are three different modes that Simulink runs the simulation, out of which the proposed HEMS simulation is running in external mode, to make sure of the working conditions and view hardware responses at the hardware and in the Simulink environment as well.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The proposed model of HEMS with an ability of energy integration is simulated and run on the target hardware to demonstrate its ability. HEMS presented in this paper, works to increase the penetration of nonconventional DGSs over conventional DGSs. Performance indicators and graphs of temperature and total load demand forecast models are presented to ensure the possible accuracy of novel LMA execution. LPT generation and \( P_T \) estimation is successfully done and possible outcomes for one particular hour is presented in figure 9 and figure 10 respectively. Fabrication of the HEMS using simple and less expensive devices is a breakthrough in energy integration environment. The results presented in table 3 and the LPT table in figure 7 ensure that least priority loads are transferred to nonconventional DGSs and other priority loads are moved to conventional DGSs. Eventually it is proved that the proposed HEMS perform energy integration using NARX and NN prediction models. HEMS presented with an ability of energy integration is quite affordable and accurate to increase the penetration of renewable DGSs for a healthy environment. There is a quite good scope to enhance the ability of energy integration of HEMS by implementing big data driven ML and Deep learning algorithms.
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